




Green ASUS

We at ASUS are fully committed to creating a sustainable 
future. We believe in adopting an eco-friendly approach 
towards every aspect of our business. This is 
where the GreenASUS philosophy comes in — 
from our internal practices to our production 
processes — we remain focused on safeguarding 
our planet. ASUS is focused on safeguarding our 
planet with responsible products, and ASUS 
products succeed in combining a lower total cost 
of ownership (TCO) with the highest environmental 
standards. It is fully EPEAT, Energy Star, and RoHS 
certified.

Keeping The Environment In Mind 

Good design extends beyond mere aesthetics, products 
should use modular components for simple repairs and 
prolonged life spans, and be easily recyclable at the end 
of their life cycle.

Green products can’t be made without greener 
manufacturing processes, that’s why ASUS adheres 
to strict guidelines to ensure that hazardous 
substances like lead and halogens are eliminated 
during production.

ASUS is not only committed to reducing its own 
environmental impact. By ensuring a greener 
supply chain, it is helping to ensure that steps from 
shipping to product packaging follow greener 
principles too.
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1000+ service centers located worldwide covering 
more than 98 Countries. 

Service Coverage

Industry Leading Quality and Reliability

Ensures the frame, body and all components 
are properly secured and built to last.

Vibration Test

Ensures all products can withstand even the 
roughest handling and shipping conditions.

Drop Test 

Eliminates unwanted noise and ensures 
volume levels and tones at idle and under 
full load cause minimal disturbance.

Noise Test

Ensures all components and the cooling 
system can withstand extreme temperatures 
ranging from -40°C to +60°C.

Temperature 
& Humidity Test

Ensures the system remain fully functional 
in all regions, even when the local grid 
voltage and frequency reaches extremes 
or fluctuates as a result of heavy loading.

Voltage and 
Frequency Test

Ensures all components can cope with 
rapid, extreme temperature shifts.

Thermal 
Shock Test

Every server and workstation is subjected 
to extensive heat tests to build a thermal 
profile that is then used to design cooling 
solutions.

Thermal 
Measurement
Test

Ensures systems and motherboards can 
withstand a wide range of real-world 
conditions, such as vibrations, knocks and 
bumps.

Non-Operation 
Shock Test 

1000+
Service Centers Countries

98+
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Product Portfolio

For AI and visual computing, the ESC series accelerator servers 
deliver extreme performance and stability with patterned 
electronic designs and high availability (HA) thermal solutions. 

Accelerator Server

ASUS offers a comprehensive rack/tower server product 
line featuring high computing density, high expandability, and 
high manageability, ideal for multi-workload. 

Rack/Tower Server

Professional, ISV certified  ESC/E series workstations have 
server-grade computing power, incredible expandability and 
advanced I/O, best suited for content creators, professional VR 
applications, and heavy entertainment loads.

Workstation

ASUS offers the most reliable server and workstation motherboards 
with industry-leading performance, high power-efficiency, 
and complete IT infrastructure management. 

Server and Workstation Motherboard

OCP Mezzanine cards,  high speed LAN cards,  and 
ASUS-exclusive PIKE RAID cards provide the fastest interconnects 
and highest storage expandability for datacenter topology.

Accessories
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A Full Range of Intel® Xeon®
Processors Solutions

Intel Inside®. Powerful Productivity Outside.

Intel inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.
Intel® Scalable processors.

Found at https://www.asus.com/Commercial-Servers-Workstations/05

A
 Full Range ofIntel® Xeon®

Processors Solutions 

- Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors 
- Intel® Xeon® E Processors 

Multiple Processor Choices to Fit Your 
Requirements   ASUS Control Center

Server remote management to safeguard 
all of your devices

Exclusive Thermal Rader Design
1.2X better cooling efficiency and 
dynamically adjust fan speed

Port-to-port NVMe SSD 
Technology - 3X faster transit speed and 
dramatically reduce latency
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for Professional Content Creators 

Fully Optimized Certified Workstation
for Professional Content Creators

Graphic Design Engineering Design Virtual Reality



ASUS AMD EPYCTM Platform Solutions
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Best-in Class Performance
(SPEC.Org)

Flexible Expansion Design 
(8+1 Exandability)

Wide range of cores
without sacrificing 
features

More Secure Protection

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE DRIVES BUSINESS AGILITY

32 24, 16, 8
cores per socket 128 PCLe® Gen 3 lanes

in a single CPU 8 Memory channels
per CPU 2TB RAM per

socket

Large I/O capacity® Industry leading 
memory bandwidth

Rich
memory density
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Smart Thermal Radar Technology

ASUS-exclusive Thermal Radar technology for rack 
and accelerator servers provides more ambient 
thermal sensors for improved internal and external 
temperature monitoring and enables dynamic fan 
curve adjustment. 

This smart thermal design reduces fan power 
consumption by up to 20% and reduces TCO for 
non-stop datacenter operation.

More ambient thermal sensors in multiple locations to detect environmental temperatures.

Hot air

Cold air

24˚C

27˚C

20 ̊ C
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Better 
Cooling Efficiency1.2x Dynamically changes fan speed for different 

thermal areas to achieve better power efficiency

Front Panel 

GPU Card

CPU

Memory



Comprehensive IT Infrastructure
Management Solution
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Remote server management for troubleshooting, 
remote OS installation and fan control 

24/7 monitoring of system status such as temperatures, 
voltages and fans

Web-based UI control with high compatibility and 
security (HTML, HTTPS and Redfish support) 

A centralized IT management software 

Faster and easier for centralized task scheduling 
and batch deployment

Web-based user-friendly GUI design with access 
to devices from anywhere 

To find out more about ASUS Control Center, please visit
 https://asuscontrolcenter.asus.com/

Host Devices

ACC Service Operation
System

Remote Console
(Web UI / CLI)

Client DevicesASMB9-iKVM
(BMC)

Host Devices Remote Console
(Web UI / CLI)

Client DevicesASMB9-iKVM
(BMC)

ASMB9-iKVM 

IN-BAND

OUT-OF-BAND

ASUS Control Center




































































































































